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The Rocky Mountain Review

“Rocky Mountain Review” is KCSU news and public affairs show that airs Tuesdays
and Thursdays between 4 and 5pm when the university is in session. Hosts Kota
Babcock and Ivy Winfrey interview public officials, topic experts, arts and culture
makers, and welcome listener opinion via text. The show covers all things local and
national news from a local lens. The show includes newscasts in addition to the
interviews in order to summarize the biggest issues for listeners to know about in the
community and nationwide. Each episode is 60 minutes long.

Air dates:
08/24/2021
08/26/2021
08/31/2021
09/02/2021
09/07/2021
09/09/2021
09/14/2021
09/16/2021
09/21/2021
09/23/2021
09/28/2021
09/30/2021

Examples of Episode Content on “Rocky Mountain Review”

08/31/2021: “CSU creates all-gender restroom maps, Ida worsens hospital issues”

Program summary:
Ellie Shannon explains that Colorado State University now offers a map of all gender
neutral bathrooms on campus, and Ivy Winfrey discusses the situation with the
COVID-19 pandemic and how it’s hitting Larimer County. After that, Eliza Drotar
delivers updates on CSU’s athletics, and then you’ll hear a conversation between
Facebook spokesperson Kaylee Susser and Kota Babcock about the new Facebook



Campus platform for college and university students.  Then, Babcock talks about the
European Union’s new recommendations around allowing U.S. citizens in for travel,
as well as how natural disasters are impacting the United States. After that, we hear
from department of communication studies chair Greg Dickinson and assistant
professor of communication studies Morgan Johnson about Johnson’s studies in
racial injustice through KCSU’s “Speaking Well” podcast.  After that, Babcock gives
new information on the COVID-19 pandemic. To conclude the show, Babcock
explains how two infamous silicon valley startup founders are preparing for fraud
charges in court, and Winfrey discusses how a new island was discovered.

09/02/2021: “Explaining Hughes Land Back movement, Elijah McClain case updates”

Program summary:
Ellie Shannon discusses Colorado State University president Joyce McConnell’s fall
address, and Ivy Winfrey gives updates on the case of a Loveland police officer
charged with assaulting a 73-year-old woman. After that, Eliza Drotar discusses
Colorado State University’s athletics, and then Collegian news director Isaiah
Dennings discusses his story on the Hughes Land Back movement.  Then, CTV news
director Kenneth Frederick discusses Associated Students of CSU and other stories
being discussed tonight on CTV’s newest episode. Kota Babcock tells listeners about
new charges brought against police and EMTs after Elijah McClain’s death and
Texas’ new abortion laws. Then, hear about resources in the local community for
survivors of interpersonal abuse and gender-based violence.  After that, Babcock
delivers new information on COVID-19 pandemic statistics, and Winfrey speaks to
Hayden Hawley about The Collegian’s new cannabis desk. To conclude the show,
Babcock goes over Twitter’s new Super Follow feature, and Winfrey talks about new
mating habits noticed among Octopuses.

09/09/2021: “Loveland brutality case settlement; Mishawaka, Chippers open 3
venues”

Program summary:
Ivy Winfrey delivers new updates on the closure of the Colorado State University
on-campus academic testing center and the police assault of Karen Gardner. After
that, listeners hear highlights of this weekend’s Live in-studio with Kayla Katz. Kota
Babcock explains how Britney Spears’ father filed to end the conservatorship and
speaks to Carly Shields from the Mishawaka about new music venues in the area.
After that, Babcock gives new information on the COVID-19 pandemic and speaks to
Austria Cohn from The Collegian about on-campus Wi-Fi struggles. To conclude the



show, Babcock discusses the Theranos trial and Winfrey explains how a duck used
an insult.

09/14/2021: “Police death, Loveland officer cleared; Larimer County ICUs full”
Program summary:

Kota Babcock goes over new grants given to Colorado State University in a segment
written by Ellie Shannon. Then, Ivy Winfrey updates listeners on a Loveland police
death case. After that, Eliza Drotar delivers updates on CSU’s athletics, and then
listeners hear from Anton Schindler in his podcast, “Painting the Corners with Anton
Schindler.” Then, Babcock tells listeners about Tropical Storm Nicholas before
listeners hear from Meara Faw and Greg Dickinson about mental health and social
support. After that, hear new information on the COVID-19 pandemic and hear from
Natalie Weiland from The Collegian. To conclude the show, Babcock explains some
updates on an Apple security fix and Winfrey describes a failed anti-vaccine protest
in London.

09/28/2021: “Understanding Hughes land history, Regan shooter to be released”
Program summary:

Ellie Shannon explains updates in Colorado State University campus news, and Ivy
Winfrey discusses how residents can give feedback on how the City uses COVID-19
resources. After that, Eliza Drotar updates listeners on CSU’s athletics, and then
you’ll be hearing the second part of a conversation between Winfrey and Doreen
Martinez about the context behind the Hughes Land Back initiative. Then, Kota
Babcock tells listeners about the planned release of John Hinckley. In 1981, Hinckley
attempted to assassinate former President Ronald Regan. KCSU features the most
recent episode of “Painting the Corners with Anton Schindler,” in which Schindler
explains the origins of baseball. Babcock gives new information on COVID-19
statistics. Then he explains a new controversy in the Elizabeth Holmes trial. Winfrey
explains how a hamster is outperforming Warren Buffett in the cryptocurrency trade.

Total Duration: 12-hours 0-minutes
Total Report Duration: 12 hours 0 minutes


